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LOOKING BACK:

Lake Okeechobee

– A Maintenance Control Case Study –
from 1986/1987
A herbicide use moratorium for the control of water hyacinth was declared
in July 1986 on Lake Okeechobee in response to a widespread algae bloom.
Herbicide use was replaced with much less effective mechanical harvesting,
resulting in an expansion of water hyacinth from 2,000 acres to 8,000 acres in
five months, despite continued mechanical harvester and biological control
activity. In the final analysis, it took more than two years, $2 million
and the control of 11,000 acres of water hyacinth using herbicide to
re-establish maintenance control of water hyacinth in Lake Okeechobee.
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The figure above demonstrates the rapid expansion of water hyacinth on Lake
Okeechobee if not frequently and routinely managed.
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The photos above show water hyacinth crowding, covering and uprooting beneficial
native plants that provided fish and waterfowl habitat and food as well as nesting sites for
endangered snail kites.
Volume 41 | Number 1

By late 1986, water hyacinth and
water lettuce blocked nearly all of the
flood control structures and navigation canals within Lake Okeechobee.
On the left is a harvester (in circle)
struggling to remove floating plant
masses from the Moorehaven Canal
just upstream of the navigation lock
into the Caloosahatchee River.

Water hyacinth (dark) and water
lettuce (light) block the public and
commercial boat ramps at Okeetantie on the northeast side of Lake
Okeechobee in late summer of 1986.

CONTROL INVASIVES
without use restrictions

Harpoon® Granular Aquatic Herbicide is a chelated copper formulation
that targets copper-sensitive aquatic plants. Granules sink down to target
bottom-growing species. Also available in liquid formulation.

Targets the common invasive, Hydrilla,
and other nuisance plants.
1 (800) 558-5106
www.appliedbiochemists.com
Spring 2019
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The following photos
were taken in April 1987,
demonstrating the slow process
of regaining Maintenance Control
At right is the public beach and pier
on the north end of Lake Okeechobee.
Brown color in the ensuing photos
is controlled water hyacinth. Diquat
herbicide was the primary herbicide
used because it controls both water
hyacinth and water lettuce but does
not kill beneficial plants like bulrush
or spikerush.
The outer edge of the water hyacinth mat in the marsh just south of
the Kissimmee River entrance into
Lake Okeechobee has been controlled
(brown). A wide band of hyacinth
remained (dark green) to be controlled
after the initial plants sunk and decomposed. All the while new plants bud off
of existing plants, seeds germinate, and
hyacinth drifts in from other areas of the
lake. Because of this constant regrowth
and recruitment, regaining control took
well over a year.

Controlling water hyacinth around
Rita Island on the south end of Lake
Okeechobee.

Controlling water hyacinth in the
Chancey Bay area of northeast Lake
Okeechobee.
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THANKS FOR SERVICE

A Milestone of ‘Meritt’

Commemorating the Retirement of Jerry Merritt
For many years, Jerry Merritt has been a
constant, comforting, presence within the
walls of Applied Aquatic Management’s
home office in Bartow. First hired in 1987,
Jerry spent most of his time at AAM working on various lakes and rivers controlled
by the State of Florida, including spending
many years on Lake Okeechobee. One of
the first projects Jerry was tasked with was
the cleanup of Lake Rousseau, and he is one
of the few people who is still able to attest to
the complete coverage of water lettuce and
water hyacinths that plagued that lake. He
worked diligently to remove the plants from
the water’s surface, preserving the thriving
ecosystem within and has maintained the
waterbody since that time.
After leaving to work in his family’s
business, Jerry returned to AAM in 2002
and once again proved that his hard work
and dedication to Florida’s lakes and
waterways would never disappoint. His
consistency and “Get-It-Done” attitude
are what made his legacy at AAM truly
unique. Jerry has been an integral part of
training new applicators, showing them
the tricks of the trade and actively ensuring that the maintenance of the lakes he
supervised would continue long after his
retirement.
Jerry’s pride in his work and his love of
Florida’s natural beauty made him the ideal
person to oversee and remove invasive plant
species in many waterways throughout the
state. During his time at AAM, he worked
in many pristine backcountry areas, and he
was always very aware of the sensitivity of
the environment. Jerry fondly remembers
taking the time to enjoy the surroundings
around him. One great example of this is
the “Sunrise” photo Jerry submitted for
the photo contest at the 2016 FAPMS
conference. His photo was selected as the
winning photo in the “Aquatic Scenes”
category. Upon winning the photo contest,
Jerry remarked, “I am always enjoying my
work and nature within many of the most
beautiful places our state has to offer.”
Spring 2019

We hope that Jerry enjoys retirement as
much as, if not more, than he enjoyed his
time at AAM and that he knows how much
his dedication and passion will be missed.
Thank you for your contributions to aquatic
plant management and for mentoring so
many junior staff!
Happy Retirement, Jerry!
Submitted by Applied Aquatic Management in thanks for Jerry’s service!
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Calling all snail
wranglers!
Engaging the public
to combat the
invasive apple snail
➡
Pomacea maculata, commonly called the
exotic apple snail or the giant apple snail,
is a freshwater apple snail native to South
America, that is now well-established in
many lakes and waterways here in Florida.
These snails have made their way across the
United States, infesting waterbodies from
Florida to Texas. The earliest observation
in Florida occurred in 1989, and the exotic
pest was likely introduced to our natural
areas through the pet trade.
Giant apple snails can reach over 4
inches in shell length — dramatically
larger than the native apple snails, Pomacea
paludosa, which only grow to about 2
inches in length. This extreme shell size
makes it difficult for predators to feed on
them as our native species are equipped to
eat only smaller, native snails. In addition
to the significantly larger shell size, these
exotic snails also have an extremely high
Snail Stats
Native to
Reproductive age
Eggs per clutch
Length to hatch
Egg-laying frequency
Active season
Diet
Average age
Average size

reproduction rate. By 9-12 months of age,
female giant apple snails can lay, 1500-2500
eggs per clutch every 7-10 days. It takes
approximately 10-14 days for the eggs to
hatch, and even larvae who make it to the
water within 2-3 days of their ideal hatching date are viable. Meanwhile, the native
apple snails reach maturity around one
year old, and lay roughly 10-80 eggs. Native
clutches typically hatch after 2-3 weeks of
incubation.
Both species can live several years and
reproduce many times in their lifetime. In
addition, both native apple snails and giant
apple snails lay their egg clutches out of the
water on almost any type of hard surface
including vegetation, trees, rocks, boats,
docks, etc. The giant apple snail’s high
reproduction rate and massive clutch egg
count make it a formidable opponent to the
native apple snails, ultimately outcompetNative
Pomacea maculata
Florida
2-3 months
30-80 eggs
18-28 days
1 clutch per week
March to October
Algae
12-18 months
1.5-2”

ing the natives for food, space, habitat, etc.
So far, there has been very little help
from Mother Nature when it comes to managing the giant apple snail here in Florida.
While the Everglades snail kite is capable
of feeding on these large exotic snails,
the endangered snail kite only occupies a
restricted area between Lake Okeechobee
and Kissimmee, leaving populations of
giant apple snails in the rest of the state to
continue unchecked. Limpkins have also
proven themselves to be quite effective
in their helping to control the exotic snail
population; however, many limpkins
prefer natural areas as opposed to urban
environments.
The lack of effective natural predators
means that management of this species
falls primarily to human intervention.
W hile there are molluscicides on the
market, there is not presently a chemical

Exotic
Pomacea paludosa
South America
6 weeks
1500-2500 eggs
8-24 days
1 clutch per week
Temps > 74oF
Plants
3-4 years
3.25-4”

Table 1: Comparison of native vs exotic snail physiologic stats
8 | Aquatics
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Year
2016
2017
2018

Lbs of Snails Removed
430
535
1240

# of volunteers
200
80
157

Table 2: Volunteer Exotic Snail Round-up Efforts on Lake Knowles, Winter Park, FL

product that will eradicate the giant apple
snails without negatively affecting other
species. Current methods of control include
physical removal as well as the spraying of
corn/vegetable/mineral oil on egg clutches
to prevent hatching. Getting the public
educated and involved, though, is showing
promising results at one lake in the heart
of Winter Park.
Lake Knowles is a small public lake
about eight acres in size. Giant apple snails
were first documented here in 2013, and an
active community outreach campaign has
been underway to help control the exotic
snails and prevent their spread to other
waterbodies. During the winter months
when the snails retreat to deeper waters,
removal efforts involve local volunteer
scuba divers. The snails are often found
resting in the substrate or clinging together

underneath spatterdock and fragrant water
lily. Once temperatures reach 74 degrees
Fahrenheit and egg-laying season begins,
volunteers show up for early morning
“round-ups” whereby folks wade in the
shallows just after sunrise and collect both
the adult snails and the egg clutches.
In addition to these collection efforts
by our volunteers, lakes division staff observed a female limpkin making frequent
visits to the shoreline of Lake Knowles
in the spring of 2018. She continued
to return day after day and eventually
brought her newly hatched chicks with
her. They spent the summer devouring
the snails, and it was great to see these
fairly reclusive birds making their home
in an urban area!
To participate in an exotic snail roundup, go to cityofwinterpark.org/volunteer

and click on “View our Upcoming Events”!
We’d love to see you at our next event!
Megan Johansson (mjohansson@cityofwinterpark.org) works as service worker for
the City of Winter Park Lakes Division in
Winter Park, Florida. Originally from Sweden,
she studied Environment and Development
at Södertörn University before moving to
Florida in 2013. She is currently enrolled at
the University of Central Florida majoring in
environmental studies. Megan is also working to become a FDACS licensed aquatics
herbicide applicator.
Underwater images courtesy of Orange
County Fire Rescue Department divers
Lieutenant Brandon Allen, Batallion
Chief David Hollenbach, and Firefighter
Tyson Belles. Limpkin family photo courtesy of Clinton Davis, City of Winter Park.

Exotic apple snail on spatterdock
Divers on the hunt for exotic apple snails
Spring 2019
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Native vs exotic apple snail
egg clutches

Exotic apple snail

Limpkin family with chicks feeding on
exotic apple snails
10 | Aquatics
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➡
Snails collected by one diver
OCFD Divers

UCF student volunteers assist with a snail roundup
Spring 2019
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Tussock Management

What's the Best Approach

Sometimes what appear to be islands
rising out of the water are actually drifting
masses of peat, mud, and plants. In extreme
cases, these “islands,” which range in size
from a few feet across to hundreds of
acres, can contain trees more than 50 feet
tall and 8-12 inches in diameter. Though
the following information pertains to
tussocks and floating islands in Florida,
these phenomena are worldwide, witnessed
in such places as Argentina, Australia,
Finland, India, Japan, Kenya, and Papua
New Guinea. Aquatic plant managers call
these islands tussocks, floating islands or
floating forests. When freely drifting in
Florida waterways, they can be extremely
expensive in terms of property damage, lost
income, and management costs.

An Overview

Floating smartweed (Polygonum spp.) tussock on Orange Lake (Alachua County).

by structures such as weirs, dams, or levees.
These manipulations eliminate the extreme
high and low water events that historically
suppressed tussock and floating island formation. For example, the Kissimmee Chain
of Lakes that once fluctuated more than 10
feet annually is now restricted to a variance
of just a few feet each year.

As water levels increase after drawdowns
or droughts, masses of spongy plants like
cattail (Typha spp.) and pickerelweed
(Pontederia cordata) can pull loose from
shallow soft mud flats. In 2003-2004,
thousands of acres of such tussocks were
drifting in Orange Lake and Lakes Hancock
and Apopka.

Tussocks
Pushing small floating island away from
Highway 60 bridge and flood control
structure on Lake Kissimmee (Osceola
County).

Tussocks are a product of the natural
aging process of water bodies and probably
have always been a part of Florida’s shallow
lakes. Historically, their occurrence was
kept in check by periodic drought and fire
that controlled them within lake margins,
or occasional floods that deposited them
high in the uplands or in downstream
marshes. Nowadays, water levels in most
of Florida’s public lakes are manipulated
12 | Aquatics

Tussocks are rafts of herbaceous plants
that form in a number of ways. They can
be controlled using herbicides that kill the
plants, and the entire mass will soon after sink
to the bottom. If not managed, floating invasive plants such as water hyacinth (Eichhornia
crassipes) and water lettuce (Pistia stratiotes),
and even native floating plants such as frog’s
bit (Limnobium spongia), can form large rafts
that act as a substrate for emergent plants
to colonize. Emergent plants, like primrose
willow (Ludwigia spp.), burhead sedge
(Oxycaryum cubense), and torpedo grass
(Panicum repens) tie the rafts together below
the surface with their roots and above the
surface with stems and branches.

Portion of floating mass of uprooted and
compacted submersed and emergent
plants on Lake Okeechobee. The mass
was several feet thick, up to several hundred feet wide, and several miles long.
Volume 41 | Number 1

Occasionally, storm winds rip up vegetation. For example, in Lake Istokpoga
during the 1993 “Storm of the Century,”
and in 1994 on Lake Okeechobee, rapid
water-level increases and wave action tore
plants loose and shredded them. The dead
vegetation can be so compacted (often
several feet thick and substantial enough
to walk on) that it continues to float. As
decomposition occurs at the surface, the
soil supports a new crop of aquatic and wetland plants whose roots help hold the mats
together. In the case of Lake Okeechobee,
a subsequent drought lowered the water
level, and the floating island (approximately
fifteen miles long and several hundred feet
wide) settled and attached to the bottom to
form a berm that hinders water exchange
between the main body of the lake and the
adjacent marsh.
In lakes with high organic content in the
sediments, gases can accumulate and lift
small patches of decomposing fibrous material and peat to the surface. These patches
coalesce along shorelines or emergent
vegetation boundaries and are eventually
colonized by wetland and even upland plant
species. This is especially prevalent in Lake
Tsala Apopka where patches of spatterdock
(Nuphar advena) rhizomes routinely rise
to the surface with attached peat and muck
sediments.
When lake bottoms with high organic
(especially peat) deposits are exposed for

prolonged periods, the sediments dry out. If
the water level increases too rapidly for the
sediments to resaturate, several feet of the
sediment layer, especially highly buoyant
peat, can rise to the surface, bringing with it
overlying aquatic, wetland, and upland plants.
In extreme cases, a rapid-water level
increase combined with severe wind and
wave action can break loose wetland and
upland vegetation growing on floating
mats attached to the shoreline for years.
Examples are the floating forests (with trees
up to 50 feet tall) drifting in Lakes Pierce,
Marion, and Apopka. These island forests
formed after a series of hurricanes crossed
central Florida in 2004.

Impacts
Tussocks and floating islands can be
extremely problematic if they block public
access, hinder flood control, or impair
navigation. Imagine installing a new dock
or planting vegetation for fish and wildlife
habitat, only to have a two-acre, 10-foot tall
mass of cattails wash up to your shoreline
and attach to the bottom; or finding an
18-acre floating “forest” with 50-foot-tall
trees in your backyard after Hurricane
Frances blows over Lake Pierce—a forest
that bothered no one when it was attached
to the unpopulated eastern shore of the
lake; or waiting four years for a drought to
end and water to return to Davis Lake, only

Harvesting floating island material and depositing on in-lake disposal site in Tsala
Apopka.
Spring 2019

to see nearly 40% of the 250-acre bottom
pull loose and float to the surface in 12 feet
of water.

Management
Tussocks and floating islands may not
be new, but the need for their large-scale
management is. Water-control regulations,
structures, and encroaching development
prevent periodic drying, fires, and flooding
that once naturally suppressed tussocks
and floating islands. The Florida Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Commission
(FWC) Invasive Plant Management Section provides funds to maintain navigation
trails that connect major open-water pools
to each other and to public boat ramps.
Throughout the 1990s, the Department
of Environmental Protection’s Bureau
of Invasive Plant Management (BIPM)
spent an average of $300,000 annually to
manage all native plants, including tussocks
and floating islands. From 2004-2006,
the Bureau spent more than $18 million
strictly for controlling tussocks and floating
islands. Today, the FWC Aquatic Habitat
Conservation and Restoration Section
(AHCRS) uses restoration funds to remove
organic deposit build-up, tussocks, or floating islands when they cover or degrade fish
and wildlife habitat in high-priority waters.
Tussock management projects are extremely costly and often divert funds from
previously planned habitat enhancement
and muck-removal projects. A proactive
approach utilizing consistent and regular
aquatic plant management efforts can
minimize or eliminate the species that are
known tussock builders. Since complete
breakdown of tussocks can take many
months or even years, aquatic herbicide
treatments are essential to preventing their
formation in the first place. While physical
removal provides immediate relief, it can
be cost-prohibitive, exceptionally laborintensive, difficult to find upland places
for material storage, and result in extensive
bycatch that is detrimental to the biodiversity of the lake.
This article was adapted from the University of Florida’s IFAS website: https://plants.
ifas.ufl.edu/manage/why-manage-plants/
tussocks-and-floating-islands/
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FROM COAST TO COAST, HELENA IS YOUR
FULL-SERVICE WEED MANAGEMENT PARTNER.
Helena Agri-Enterprises, LLC has the People, Products and Knowledge to assist with your management of nuisance
aquatic vegetation. Contact a Helena representative in your area to learn more.
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Teacher Alert

Bringing Plant
Camp Lessons back
to the Elementary
School Classroom
Teachers on airboat tour during Plant Camp

I attended the weeklong Plant Camp
in the summer of 2013 in Gainesville,
and I had the best experience at a learning
conference that I have ever had during
my 16-year career in education! I met and
made friends with teachers from all over
the state of Florida and still maintain those
relationships today. Every day was packed
from sunup to sundown with places to go
and things to do and people to see, from
catching and studying tiny aquatic insects
to riding around various lakes learning
about plants, animals and endangered snail
kites. Personally, my favorite activity was
helping to replant native aquatic species
on the campus of the University of Florida.
But, to be honest, there were SO many
activities that it is hard to choose just one!
We studied alligatorweed flea beetles up
close and personal, we watched humorous
and engaging short films, and we even made
our own public service announcement film
about the problems with invasive plants!
The one thing I never did was stop laughing
and learning.
I teach a K-5th grade science exploration lab at an elementary school in the
panhandle of Florida. And when I returned
Spring 2019

from Plant Camp, I worked to modify the
lessons just a bit to better fit my students’
background and use our campus as an
outdoor laboratory. During week one, the
4th graders watch the film (Silent Invaders)
that we received from camp. As they are
watching the video, I prompt them with
key words and topics that help guide them
through the worksheet activity. To followup on the video, we then have a guided
discussion where we talk about invasive
plants and animals here in the northern
panhandle and the potential for them to
spread. We also study the silk and plastic
plant samples that I received from my Plant
Camp experience to give my students a better idea of what these invasive plant species
look like in the field.
The second week involves the implementation of the Lakeville activity. The
Lakeville activity is a great example of
bringing the issues of invasive plants into
the science classroom and demonstrating
how science, economics, recreation, and
different occupations, etc. must all work
together to manage exotic species. The
class is divided into five townspeople,
and three or four groups of several stu-

dents who draw from a select list of
invasive, native, and non-native species.
The townspeople have about 15 minutes to
familiarize themselves with their “careers”
in Lakeville: a farmer/weekend fisherman,
a park manager, local business executive,
mayor, and chef - and they begin working
to make alliances on the board. During
this time groups representing the different
plant species are reading their information
cards and preparing their speeches for the
town board. Both sides are warned that
the words ‘invasive’ or ‘native’ cannot be
used, and they have to figure out ways to
imply their potential impacts to the community of Lakeville. After the 15 minutes
is up, each group is given an opportunity
to present their case to the town board. I
act as bailiff and sometimes help nudge
each group reminding them of key points
to help them argue their case. Each plant
species gets two minutes to speak, and
then the townspeople get two minutes to
ask questions. At the end, the townspeople
vote on which plants to allow in, and any
vote that scores between 0 and 3 is not
permitted in the town; plant species with
a vote from 4 to 7 are allowed to have
Aquatics | 15

one individual plant present who is ‘on
probation’; and scores of 8 and above mean
all members of that species are allowed to
come in to the town. From this point on,
native and non-native species “grow” by
one after every group speaks. The invasive
plant or animal group/s, grow on a one for
one basis (if there are 3 inside, add 3 etc…).
This is a VERY abbreviated version of the
original game, but it gets the point across
nicely to my young students. They can
see firsthand the dangers that come with
allowing an invasive species to proliferate,
and how exotic species significantly affect
Florida’s ecosystems and economy.
On our own campus, my students
prepare an aerial map of the school grounds
to show where invasive plant species — like
camphor trees — are located. This gives
them a connection to our own community,
and how choices we make in landscaping or
aquascaping can have far-reaching effects.
My 5th grade science club also works
with the Tallahassee campus of University
of Florida, and we have graduate students
come to teach my young scientists about
tomato viruses, local insects, and testing
agricultural soil. The students are always
mesmerized, and this came about directly
because of my attending Plant Camp!
In the future, I would very much like
to get some microscopes like we used at
the University of Florida ponds to identify
and observe macroinvertebrates in our local waters. At some point, I hope to also

Top: "Students" (a.k.a. Teachers) at Plant Camp sampling the ponds for macroinvertebrates
Bottom: Teachers examining nets to see what critters
they caught at Plant Camp
American Lotus
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incorporate water quality testing as well, but
that is a plan for another day.
Plant Camp is the driving force behind this outstanding curriculum, and
the activities provided to for educators
are an excellent foundation for fostering
environmental responsibility and scientific
interest. My only regret is that there is no
advanced Plant Camp open to returning
teachers – hopefully that can be added in
the near future! Science is built on passion,
and what better time to begin to teach our
future generations than when they still have
the passion for learning!
Becki Franklin teaches a science exploration
lab of K-5th grade at KMS in the panhandle of
Florida. Her classroom was created to supplement the curriculum-based science program,
but her class’s curriculum is designed by her
to follow each grade’s science goals. She uses
mostly hands-on activities in a 50-minute class
period once every two weeks with a short lecture
to guide learning.

Teacher Becki Franklin at Plant Camp

BALANCING NATURE WITH SCIENCE
UPL provides:
National and Local
Distributor Support

Keep your lakes, ponds, and other waterbodies free
on invasive aquatic weeds using UPL’s effective and
versatile products:

National
Hotline Support
Regulatory,
Environmental, and
Public Affairs Support
Technical, Toxicology,
and Human
Health Support

Find your rep at www.upi-usa.com or www.upiaquatics.com
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Our web-app allows you to:
Measure your pond or lake
Get application rates
Identify weeds and algae
Find the right product
Scan the QR code to quickly access
the web app or use your mobile’s
web browser:
www.upiaquatics.com

ADD IT TO YOUR PHONE’S HOME SCREEN
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Over the last several years, the use of glyphosate gained increasing attention and focus from the general public. Included here
is a summary from University of Florida/IFAS highlighting the key points for continued use of glyphosate as part of an integrated
pest management strategy for exotic plant control programs.

Talking Points
Glyphosate
UF/IFAS is committed to safety and supports integrated
pest management as the first line of defense against
weeds and other pests, including the use of glyphosate
and other pesticides. We are monitoring developments in
recent litigation to ensure that the University of Florida is in
compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

Environmental Protection
Agency Findings
On Dec. 12, 2017 the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency issued draft risk assessments concerning the
potential effects of glyphosate on human health and the
environment. These assessments were publicized by EPA,
which noted in a Dec. 18, 2017 news release that the draft
human health risk assessment “concludes that glyphosate
is not likely to be carcinogenic to humans.”
(https://www.epa.gov/pesticides/epa-releases-draftrisk-assessments-glyphosate)
According to the Dec. 18 news release, EPA is scheduled to
publish its proposed interim registration review decision for
glyphosate in 2019. The proposed decision will outline any
proposed measures to reduce the risk of glyphosate use, if
such measures are needed.
A package of risk-assessment material relevant to EPA’s
review of glyphosate is available online. (https://www.epa.
gov/ingredients-used-pesticide-products/draft-humanhealth-and-ecological-risk-assessments-glyphosate)
Within the package, one section relevant to job-related
glyphosate exposure is, “Glyphosate Draft Human Health
Risk Assessment in Support of Registration Review.” This
section is 41 pages long and includes numerous references
to past studies concerning glyphosate; it contains findings
issued subsequent to the most recent EPA human health
risk assessment, which was completed in November 2012.
In that assessment, EPA officials conducted an open
literature review and concluded that glyphosate should be
classified as “not likely to be carcinogenic to humans.”

Proper Use of Glyphosate

or any pesticide, should carefully read and follow all label
directions. The label will provide guidance regarding the
clothing and/or personal protective equipment that should
be worn to reduce exposure and, thus, reduce the overall
risk associated with use of the product. The ultimate
decision to select a particular herbicide for a particular
purpose rests with the individual user (agricultural
producers, homeowners, landscapers, etc), as do all
management decisions.

Importance of training
UF/IFAS Extension provides opportunities for pesticide
applicators to receive certification training on the safe and
proper use of pesticides, including glyphosate. Many of
these applicators are not required to receive training but do
so voluntarily. Many of these applicators will pursue taking
and passing the required certification exams to pursue a
license issued by FDACS.
There were 1,224 new licenses issued by FDACS during
the past year. There were 1,528 license renewals issued by
FDACS during the past year. These applicators are required
to pursue continuing education to earn their renewal.
UF/IFAS Extension provides educational opportunities for
these applicators to meet renewal as required by federal
and state law.

Contacts
Fred Fishel,
Director and
Professor, Pesticide
Information Office
weeddr@ufl.edu
(352) 392-4721, ext. 201
Jay Ferrell,
Director and Professor
Center for Aquatic
and Invasive Plants
jferrell@ufl.edu
(352) 273-3685

Stephen Enloe,
Associate Professor
(352) 392-6841
sfenloe@ufl.edu
Please direct
media requests to:
Ruth Borger,
Assistant Vice President
UF/IFAS Communications
(352) 294-3329
rborger@ufl.edu

Given the lack of any new evidence that would steer us
otherwise, we continue to recommend glyphosate as a
weed control tool. Users of products containing glyphosate,
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FLURIDONE
A herbicide for management of aquatic vegetation
in fresh water ponds, lakes, reservoirs, potable water
sources, drainage canals, and irrigation canals.

NEW!
ALLIGARE BRAND FLURIDONE

HYDRILLA GPA TEST

Supported by a team of dedicated
technical aquatic specialists and 2
aquatic technical laboratory services
along with the best pricing in the
market… What’s stopping you?

Alligare offers a NEW hydrilla DNA
analytical methodology Genetic Profile
Analysis (GPA) test for determining
the fluridone level of susceptibility
through gene recognition.

Contact Alligare Customer Service
or a Regional Specialist to get more
information or a test kit:

888-255-4427 | ALLIGARE.COM
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FLURIDONE RAPID ANALYSIS
Alligare’s Fluridone Rapid Analysis
verifies your Fluridone treatment is
working effectively.
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Spray Now or Pay Later!

Figure 1. Water hyacinth and attached daughter plant collected last week of January in Lake County
(Leesburg), Florida. The plant was dissected to show the position of the meristem in relation to the
estimated water level (blue line) the plant floated in before harvesting. The meristem is the source of
new shoots, roots and stolons which produce the vegetative daughter plants, also called ramets. The
meristems have to freeze in order for cold temperatures to kill the plant. Photo courtesy Bill Haller.

Bill Haller and Jacob Thayer
UF/IFAS Center for Aquatic and
Invasive Plants

While we consider water hyacinths
to be “tropical plants” that are killed by
freezing temperatures, these plants have
evolved to survive surprisingly low air
temperatures. Louisiana scientists placed
The rapid growth of water hyacinth
small hyacinths in pans containing 3 inches
is well-documented and has allowed this
of water and placed the pans in freezers at
weed to thrive in very competitive tropical
air temperatures of 33, 27, 23, 21, and 19 °F.
ecosystems. Water hyacinth has a very rapid
The hyacinths were removed from the freezrate of vegetative reproduction by forming
ers after exposure to these temperatures for
new daughter plants or ramets every 10 to
12, 24 and 48 hours and any damage to the
15 days depending on water temperatures.
plants was noted. Regrowth of these plants
With an average doubling time of 12 days,
that were exposed to low temperatures was
an acre of plants (450,000 plants = 10 plants
determined by placing them under room
per square foot) can develop from a single
temperature conditions and assessing
plant in about 8-9 months:
their survival.
1248161,0242,048450,000 All hyacinth
leaves died
To save you the time, this about 22 or after exposure to 27 °F for 12, 24, and
23 doubling times!!! Some authors have 48 hours, but these plants recovered and
reported 7 to 10 day doubling times under produced new growth. Plants exposed
excellent growing conditions.
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to 21 °F for 24 or 48 hours died, but a
few survived 12 hours of exposure to this
temperature. All plants that were exposed to
19 °F died regardless of exposure duration.
Ice formed in all the containers maintained
at temperatures below freezing, but the
authors reported that the meristems of
water hyacinths, which are usually 1 to 3
inches below the water surface, had to be
completely frozen in order to kill the plants
(Figure 1).
The concept of maintenance control of
hyacinths in Florida was developed by State
and Federal biologists, US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE), in the early 1970’s.
The Aquatic Plant Trust Fund was established by the Florida legislature in 1970 and
provided an annual budget for aquatic weed
control, which at the time was conducted in
Florida by the USACE and Florida Game
and Freshwater Fish Commission. The
Volume 41 | Number 1

foundation of maintenance control was to
avoid the expense, labor, and environmental impact of crisis management that had
been the practice since the 1950‘s. Prior to
1970 funding was irregular and hit-or-miss
with the legislature, or would be provided
by local county commissioners only when
the hyacinth problems became very large
and control was demanded by the public.
The Aquatic Plant Section of what was
then the Department of Natural Resources
managed the Trust Fund and brought
continuity to aquatic weed management
in the state. This new effort targeted water
hyacinths very aggressively every year in the
winter/spring since it was known that these
plants would rapidly grow out of control
in late spring and summer, which is also
when rainfall would flush hyacinths out of
backwater marshes and swamps that were
previously inaccessible, thus compounding
the problem.
So, back to the question: spray now or
pay later?? Essentially all cases where maintenance control has been practiced have
shown that aggressive hyacinth treatment in

winter and early spring reduces the need to
control huge areas of hyacinths in late summer, resulting in less environmental impact,
less use of herbicides and less overall cost.
Aquatic plant managers may hope for cold
temperatures to kill hyacinths, but it doesn’t
appear likely this year, since we have barely
reached 32 degrees one December morning
in Gainesville, and the outlook calls for
warm weather for the next two weeks.
Managers have asked over the years if
frost-damaged plants will be controlled by
standard hyacinth management practices
with 2,4-D and/or diquat. The answer is yes,
they will be controlled even if the plants are
frost-damaged, BUT… In the early 1980’s,
Joe Joyce treated some severely damaged
hyacinths in Orange Lake (Alachua County)
in north Florida. It was an unusually cold
winter; the hyacinth leaves were all dead
and the stems were mostly brown, but it
had warmed up and some new green leaves
were growing out of the meristem — and
that is the “BUT” noted above. These data
were not published and no further studies
conducted that I am aware of. A few days

after treatment the small green treated
plants appeared completely dead. It seemed
to take a long time for these plants to decay
and fall out, but control was achieved most
likely because these new small plants were
produced among the freeze-damaged tissue and were apparently as susceptible as
any other hyacinth plants. Therefore, we
believe that frost-damaged hyacinths can be
controlled by normal operations, but you
probably should wait until green re-growth
is evident before treating.
Just think, if you control your hyacinths
now, you will have less to deal with in late
summer, use less herbicide, save money,
and cause less environmental impact — and
you’ll be able to plan a vacation in the North
Carolina Mountains before school starts
next fall!
Professor Emeritus Bill Haller, Ph.D.
(whaler@ufl.edu) and student Jacob Thayer
(jacobthayer@ufl.edu), are both affiliated
with the University of Florida’s Center for
Aquatic and Invasive Plants.

Prosperity begins
here.
No one knows aquatics management quite like you. But
that will never keep us from nurturing the relationships
you’ve grown to value with us as Crop Production Services.
And now with even broader resources and capabilities, your
Nutrien Solutions location is even more equipped to help
you become a more capable water and wetland manager
than ever. nutrienagsolutions.com
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Underserved City Park becomes
Wetland Laboratory

A dragonfly pays a visit to the artificial wetland
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Maitland is a municipality in Central
Florida with a population of 17,500
residents living in just six and a half square
miles. Though small in size, the City is
home to 22 waterbodies all managed by
the Public Works Stormwater and Lake
Management Divisions. In 2012, the
City of Maitland was investigating the
best possible way to curtail increasing
nutrient pollutant levels in six acre Lake
Eulalia. After determining that traditional
stormwater treatment methods would not
be effective, Maitland took the creative
route to construct a one-of-a-kind wetland treatment system in a mostly unused
City park.
Volume 41 | Number 1

Volunteers installing softstem bulrush in
artificial wetland

Lake Eulalia artificial wetland

Volunteers planting pickerelweed

Eulalia artificial wetland classroom visitors from Rollins College
Installing plants in the artificial wetland
Spring 2019
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Adopting the same technology that
residents use to irrigate their lawns with
lake water, the City utilized the park
property’s existing topography and constructed a series of four tiered wetlands.
An electric irrigation pump carries surface
water from Lake Eulalia and conveys it to
the most upstream wetland cell, at which
point gravity continues the process of
moving water to and through the lower
tiers. All of the wetland cells were planted
by volunteers, including students from
nearby Rollins College, with native wetland species harvested from the Orlando
Wetlands Park to act as natural nutrient
filtration devices. Once treated, the water
is then returned to the other side of Lake
Eulalia. It is estimated that the entirety
of the six acre waterbody would be run
through the wetland treatment system
within ten years.
While the project was initially designed
with water quality improvement in mind,
it was also constructed to become both
a park amenity for visiting residents and
an outdoor laboratory for students. Prior
to the Lake Eulalia Wetlands construction, local students’ only local option to
experience a working artificial wetland
was to drive almost an hour east to the
Orlando Wetlands Park in Christmas, FL.
Now students and teachers have a local
outdoor classroom available in downtown
Maitland to visit and understand firsthand
how these systems operate.
Marissa Williams (mwilliams@casselberry.org) currently serves as the Natural
Resource Officer for the City of Casselberry.
Prior to joining Casselberry, Marissa spent 7
years as the Stormwater and Lakes Management Coordinator for the City of Maitland,
and was also a regional biologist for FWC
Invasive Plant Management Section. Marissa has a degree in environmental studies
from Rollins College, serves on the Board
of Directors for the Florida Lake Management Society, and as a project director for
the Cambrian Foundation. Additional
photos submitted by current Maitland Lakes
Management Coordinator, John Bryant
(jbryant@itsmymaitland.com).

City Park before.
City Park after
construction

Restore Lakes Naturally

Science based
solutions for difficult
water quality issues

800-432-4302 • www.aquaticsystems.com
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Well-Planned Prescribed Fires Benefit Florida’s Wetlands

Prescribed fires are essential to the ecology of marshes, to Florida water quality, and even help to curb plant invasions in some
cases. There is a method to each burn carried out, which is outlined in a burn prescription, including written actions and resource
management strategies that are there to guide decisions of the “burn boss”. Here, a fire is kept inside the drivable lines, which
look like curves in two lobes. Each fire burns in accordance with a map that outlines safe zones, escape routes, and the strategy
for igniting the fires and holding them in desired boundaries.

Chris Matson, Florida Park Service Environmental Specialist II
and
Alice Bard, Florida Park Service Environmental Specialist II

As we rode in the airboat, we entered
Bear Lake and immediately noticed the
clarity of the water. Theresa Lutz, volunteer
for Lake Louisa State Park, had been helping collect seed for groundcover restoration
in fall of 2018. She is an avid lover of nature
and a dedicated member and representative of the Florida Native Plant Society.
Together we were on a tour of the lake to
Spring 2019

assess its condition following treatments of
a non-native plant, Cuban bulrush, which
forms floating mats called tussocks in
otherwise-high quality wetlands and lakes.
But before we started the tour, I had to
make sure to brief Theresa on the project,
and that involved a rundown of historical
ecological factors that led to the extra
nutrients in Bear Lake over many decades,
as well as discussing the role of historic
natural and contemporary prescribed fire.
Here is how it went:
Chris: “So this landscape was heavily
fertilized with free nitrogen and phospho-

rus for decades during the citrus and cattle
ranching period of the land tenure of what
is now the park. These extra nutrients fed
lots of people, but in the meantime they
enriched the lake’s seepage water source
somewhat, leading to increases in organic
matter at the littoral zone”—the tapered
edge of the lake where the shallowest water
meets land.
Theresa: “Oh, so that changed the types
of plants that could grow in the shallows in
the lake!”
Chris: “Precisely. The lake is evolving
Aquatics | 25

toward a marsh or wooded wetland at its
edges faster than it would without that extra
fertilizer seeping toward it from the uplands.
This is called accelerated eutrophication.”
Theresa: “So, now that you have started
re-applying fire, you are pulling some
nutrients back out of the soil by burning
them into the air? How about the ash on
the ground?”
Chris: “The ash is lower in nitrogen
and phosphorus than the decayed flush of
vegetation that carried the fire. It is rich in
mineral carbon too, although just a thin
layer. And none of this will remove the
existing nutrients from the lake until extra
dry years when either fires enter the edge of
the lake or natural oxidation occurs as the
organic matter that is now above the water
naturally composts. This will happen until
it is covered with water again.”
Theresa: “So, over time when you burn,
the extra carbon incorporated into the soil
and root zone of the plants gets stored. This
acts like a Brita filter with the sand?”
Chris: “That is a simple way of putting
it that gets the point across well. There are
a lot of other benefits to fire in wetlands
and lake edges. For instance, grasses and
sedges in marshes tend to compete better
with woody shrubs and the establishment
of trees with periodic fire during dry periods
such as the nearly annual dry season from
March to early June, which were once
ignited by dry lightning strikes in uplands.”
We went back and forth like this for
a while, within the topic of fire, and we
covered how fire injury to woody plants
allows entry points for pathogens such as
viruses, fungi, bacteria, and even insects to
lay eggs or find carbohydrate foods. This
shifts the character of burned areas toward
marsh and away from woodlands. There are
winners and losers in all our choices to act
or not act. Unfortunately, most of the losers
in the modern natural landscape are almost
gone because we have removed natural fire
from it, with almost no replacement. These
communities are dependent on fire. Our
technical term for fire-dependent ecosystems, plants and animals is “pyrogenic.”
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Without burning, large marsh systems would become mixed hardwood shrublands
and pockets of forests. The St. Johns River Marsh is a huge open wetland complex
that is many thousands of acres of fire-dependent plants and animals.

Another factor we manage is top-killing
the shrubs and tree saplings, which happens
to thinner-barked species. Wax myrtle, red
maple and fetterbush have thin bark. When
they are top-killed, they re-sprout from tissues near the root crown. The timing of this
burn-over and the re-sprouting can assist
or deny dinner to deer, who then devour
and starve desired plants to death while
allowing others they don’t eat to live. This
is a huge factor in the explosive increase in
red maple populations across the Eastern
USA, supplanting most other forest types
in both wet and upland areas. In fact, one
study showed that February burn-over of
red maple did not produce palatable (tasty)
forage for pregnant deer in July, while Juneburned red maple re-sprouted in July just as
deer sought palatable and nutritious forage,
and that the nutrition and palatability of
the June-burned red maple re-sprouts were
preferred by the deer to near-complete
suppression of the June-burned red maple
versus the near-complete recovery of the
February-burned red maple. The take-home
for me was that June fire benefitted both
the marsh and the deer in the marsh much
more than February fire.

Other benefits of prescribed burns that
are conducted in the dry lightning season
before the heavy summer rains include
burning into the soils in the edges of some
wetlands. What this does for frogs and
salamanders is allow the water at the edge to
be just right for their breeding needs, stimulates certain plants that attract pollinators
they rely on for food, and keeps the water
chemistry good for their needs as sensitive
creatures with “smart skin” that detects and
reacts to changes in water chemistry.
This also is synchronized with the plant
structure. The open conditions allow the
frogs to better see their predators. And
the plants that are in those wetland edges
are freed from competition from woody
plants, given the right balance of nutrients
to trigger a need to flower vigorously and
are bare soil is plentiful to drop their seed
for the promise of a new generation.
As we lose fire in wetlands, we are
losing the creatures depending on the firedependent plants and conditions to the
ever-present pressure by woody plants to
find fire-free places to live. At Lake Louisa
State Park, we are taking actions to reverse
this loss. The effects will be seen soon, and
Volume 41 | Number 1

This is a prescribed burn in a Florida marsh near Haines City. Note the burned wetland-upland ecotone and the char on the
shrubs at the edge, and where the fire stopped a few feet into this sawgrass marsh where pools of water were wide enough to
halt fire coming from the photographer’s direction. Most fires burn a mosaic, rather than the whole vegetation.

if you pay attention, you can already see
the benefits of our seasonal use of fire in
wetland edges around and near Bear Lake.
Theresa and I witnessed the success
on Bear Lake, and our airboat operator
pulled us to shore. We knew it would be
a long process, but we could see that we
were on the right track. As we departed
from the deck, I pondered the upcoming
weather, and decided that it was looking
like a great year for prescribed fire and
marshes full of life.
Chris Matson (Christopher.Matson@dep.
state.fl.us) is a well-versed naturalist who has a
broad understanding of native plants from the
northern Great Plains to Florida. Chris has
been advancing resource management includSpring 2019

ing prescribed fire, invasive species control
and native groundcover restoration projects
in Florida since 2003 and professionally in
the Midwest since 1992. Partnering with Dr.
Ken Langeland, Chris helped to pioneer the
control of Wright’s nutrush, demonstrated
effective control of torpedograss following
herbicide treatments by using maidencane
cuttings to compete and prevent reinvasion,
and advanced cogongrass control application
techniques (after digging rhizomes out of a
patch in his yard, and realizing what was
going on underground). Chris regularly assists
with grass and invasive plant ID classes for
CISMAs and other interested groups. He is
also a master at groundcover restoration of
pinelands and prairies, and an accomplished,
ecologically-minded Florida certified burn

boss. In Florida, Chris has worked for The
Nature Conservancy, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission and several
consultants. He currently serves as the District
3 fire coordinator and a District Biologist at
the Florida Park Service. He holds a Bachelor’s
degree in restoration ecology from Prescott
College, Prescott, AZ.
Alice Bard has been a biologist with
the Florida Department of Environmental
Protection, Florida Park Service for 29 years.
Her interests include listed species, prescribed
burning, botanizing, small mammals, habitat
restoration, and other conservation issues. Alice has a master’s degree in Biology from the
University of Central Florida. She can be
reached at Alice.Bard@dep.state.fl.us
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APPLICATORS’ CORNER

Personnel battling the invasive aquatic plants in Florida have the unique opportunity to spend a lot of
time observing and seeing the many diverse aquatic ecosystems in Florida. The editorial staff of “AQUATICS”
thought that a small section of the magazine devoted to applicator questions and comments might be fun
for everyone. This issue will offer a short quiz to test applicator knowledge of the plants they observe on an
almost daily basis. Answers will appear in the next issue of the magazine.
1. Under what environmental conditions do water hyacinth produce swollen petioles?
2. How long does the water hyacinth flower remain upright and visible in the air?
3. Assume a 1-acre farm pond, how much oxygen would be measured under a complete coverage of
water hyacinths?
4. A dense mat of hyacinths 12-18" tall would have a fresh weight (tons/acre) in the neighborhood of
__________________________________?
5. Do water hyacinths produce viable seeds?
6. In Louisiana, applicators use the term “flotant” to describe what Florida applicators call a
________________________________?
7. 2,4-D herbicide was first used to control water hyacinths in Florida in approximately what year?
8. What percent of the fresh weight of a water hyacinth is water?
9. True or False? Weed scientists have included water hyacinth as one of the 10 worst weeds in the world.
10. Though for the past 140 years taxonomists have called water hyacinth by the genus and species name
Eichhornia crassipes, but recently it has been re-classified and the proposed new genus and species
name is_________________________. (wonder if google has this?)
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Change to APM Rules
In November 2018, Chapter 68F-20 of the Florida Administrative Code was modified resulting in
some changes to the rules governing aquatic plant control permits. Per 68F-20.0035, waters or activities
exempt from permitting are included below:
68F-20.0035 Waters or Activities
Exempt from Permitting.
(1) No aquatic plant control permit is required by the
Commission for the following waters or activities:
(a) Waters where all of the surrounding (360 degrees)
upland property and submerged lands are wholly owned by one
person, other than the state, unless there is a direct connection
to Waters of Special Concern when herbicides are used and
throughout any water use restriction periods required by the
herbicide product label, or there is a connection to a manatee
aggregation site that would allow the ingress and egress of a
manatee into the waterbody.
(b) Artificial waters unless there is a direct connection
to Waters of Special Concern when herbicides are used and
throughout any water use restriction periods required by the
herbicide product label, or there is a connection to a manatee
aggregation site that would allow the ingress and egress of a
manatee into the waterbody.
(c) Electrical power plant cooling ponds, reservoirs, or
canals, unless there is a direct connection to Waters of Special
Concern when herbicides are used and throughout any water
use restriction periods required by the herbicide product
label, or there is a connection to a manatee aggregation site
that would allow the ingress and egress of a manatee into the
waterbody.

(e) In that specific area of a waterbody where an Environmental Resource Permit is issued by the Department of
Environmental Protection or one of the state’s Water Management Districts and aquatic plants are removed as a part of the
permitted activity.
(f) Activities conducted, authorized, or contracted for by
the Commission.
(g) In all freshwater bodies, except aquatic preserves
designated under chapter 258, F.S., and Outstanding Florida
Waters designated under chapter 403, F.S., a riparian owner
may physically or mechanically remove herbaceous aquatic
plants and semiwoody herbaceous plants, such as shrub species
and willow, within an area delimited by up to 50 percent of the
property owner’s frontage or 50 feet, whichever is less, and by
a sufficient length waterward from, and perpendicular to, the
riparian owner’s shoreline to create a corridor to allow access
for a boat or swimmer to reach open water. All unvegetated
areas shall be cumulatively considered when determining the
width of the exempt corridor. Physical or mechanical removal
does not include the use of any chemicals or any activity that
requires a permit pursuant to part IV of chapter 373, F.S.

2. There is a direct connection to Waters of Special Concern
when herbicides are used and throughout any water use restriction periods required by the herbicide product label, or there
is a connection to a manatee aggregation site that would allow
the ingress and egress of a manatee into the waterbody.

(2) Although certain waters are exempt from the Commission’s permit requirements, all aquatic plant management
activities shall be conducted in a manner so as to protect human
health, safety, recreational use, and to prevent injury to nontarget plant and animal life, and property, to the greatest degree
practicable. When applying a herbicide in exempt waters, all
persons shall comply with label rates, instructions, cautions,
and directions, and shall follow the public notice requirements
of paragraph 68F-20.0055(2)(c), F.A.C. No aquatic plant
management activity using herbicides or mechanical harvesting
equipment shall be conducted when manatees are in the control area in exempt waters. Copper-based herbicides shall not
be used in any exempt waterbody directly connected to Waters
of Special Concern without a permit from the Commission.

The acreage of waters in systems with any connections shall
be calculated for each individual water rather than collectively
as a system. Natural connections between non-exempt waters
shall be considered part of those waters.

Rulemaking Authority 369.20, 369.22 FS. Law Implemented 369.20,
369.22, 403.088 FS. History–New 2-9-82, Amended 7-9-85, Formerly
16C-20.035, 16C-20.0035, Amended 5-3-95, Formerly 62C-20.0035,
Amended 11-20-18.

(d) Waters that are less than 160 surface acres unless:
1. The Waters are a public waterbody, or
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The Florida Aquatic Plant Management Society (FAPMS) has long supported the successful Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s (FWC) Invasive Plant Management Program. The basis for this program is deeply rooted in scientific research from peer-reviewed programs
using approved aquatic herbicides as part of an integrated management plan to control exotic species and protect critical aquatic habitat. This is
a copy of the resolution submitted by FAPMS Board of Directors to the FWC Commission, Executive Director, and governing board members.

Florida Aquatic Plant Management Society (FAPMS)
Resolution Position Statement: Re: “Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) State Funded
Program for Management of Aquatic Plants”
Passed by the FAPMS Board of Directors on February 1, 2019.
RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors of the Florida Aquatic Plant Management Society adopts the following
statement as the official FAPMS position on “FWC State Funded Program for the Management of Aquatic
Plants in public waters:”
The Florida Aquatic Plant Management Society (FAPMS) was formed in 1976, and is comprised of over 500
professionals dedicated to supporting the responsible stewardship of Florida’s aquatic ecosystems through
comprehensive plant management. FAPMS has long been a leading resource for aquatic ecologists, lake and
pond managers, extension research personnel, and recreational enthusiasts who rely on Florida’s lake and
river systems for fishing, hunting, boating, waterskiing, tourism and flood control.
FAPMS stands in support of the longstanding and successful aquatic plant management program administered
statewide by FWC and federally by the United States Army Corps of Engineers. Exotic species management
efforts are an integral resource management initiative here in Florida and are essential for protecting
biodiversity, ensuring public safety, and maintaining navigable waterways for recreation and tourism. In a
2012 report, Florida freshwater recreational fisheries were documented to generate an economic impact of
nearly $1.7 billion and supported approximately 14,000 jobs*, benefits attributable to active aquatic plant
management efforts.
As experts in the field of aquatic plant and habitat management, we want to reiterate the historic and
scientific data related to the importance of controlling invasive aquatic species to the lowest feasible level.
“Maintenance Control” was defined in 1973 for management of invasive aquatic plants which has led to the
success of this program and is directly responsible for:
• Flood prevention
• Protection of property, infrastructure, and public health
• Promotion of biodiversity through integrated plant management efforts
• Guaranteeing habitat for native fish and wildlife
• Ensuring navigation and recreational access
• Reduction in mosquito-borne illness
• Reduced cost of managing aquatic plants
Many of Florida’s lakes and rivers are part of massive flood control systems that are engineered to protect
human health, public safety, infrastructure, and personal property. Left unmanaged, the rapid reproductive
rate of exotic plant species combined with the lack of predators leads to aggressive plant populations that
result in flooding and/or cause the entire ecological collapse of a lake or waterway.
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Short-term pauses in management efforts allow exotic species to expand rapidly and counteract the previous
control strategies that were in place, resulting in significantly increased and unplanned expenditures and
losses across the ecological community. Therefore, we support the continuation of FWC’s aquatic plant
management program in public waterbodies statewide.
*Source: Recreational freshwater fishing: Southwick Associates. Sportfishing in America: An Economic Force
for Conservation. Produced for the American Sportfishing Association under a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Sport Fish Restoration grant (F12AP00137, VA M-26-R) awarded by the Association of Fish and Wildlife
Agencies. 2012.

2019 Calendar of Events
February 25-28
39th Annual Meeting of the Midwest
Aquatic Plant Management Society
(Chicago, IL)
http://www.mapms.org/

June 13
South Florida Aquatic Plant Management Society General Meeting (location
TBA)
http://sfapms.org/

February 28
South Florida Aquatic Plant Management Society General Meeting
(location TBA)
http://sfapms.org/

July 13-17
Aquatic Plant Management Society 59th
Annual Meeting and Western Aquatic
Plant Management Society Joint Meeting
(San Diego, CA)
http://www.apms.org/

March 4-5
Florida Weed Science Society (Haines
City, FL)
https://sites.google.com/site/floridaweedsciencesociety/
April 8-12
Florida Vegetation Management
Association Annual Conference (Daytona Beach, FL)
https://www.myfvma.org/
May 6-10
University of Florida IFAS Aquatic
Weed Control Short Course (Coral
Springs, FL)
http://conference.ifas.ufl.edu/aw/
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September 26
South Florida Aquatic Plant Management Society General Meeting (location
TBA)
http://sfapms.org/

Need CEUs but don’t see anything that fits your schedule?
Visit the FDACS website and
search for available CEU classes
here: http://aessearch.freshfromflorida.com/AvailableClassSearch.asp. For more
information about licensing,
certification and finding Florida
CEUs, check out “CEUs just
for you” in the Summer 2014
issue of Aquatics magazine
(http://fapms.org/aquatics/
issues/2014summer.pdf)

October 14-17
Florida Aquatic Plant Management Society 43rd Annual Training Conference
(St. Petersburg, FL)
http://www.fapms.org/
October 27-31
21st International Conference on Aquatic
Invasive Species (Montreal, Quebec)
https://www.icais.org/
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